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The sailedule referred to in these Letters Patent and making part of the same. 

Ao all avhone it may concers: 
Be it known that I, THOMAS S. HALL of Stam 

ford, Fairfield county, Connecticut, have invented a 
new and useful Improvement in Electric Signals for 
Railroads; and I do hereby declare that the following 
is a full, clear and exact description thereof, which 
will enable others skilled in the art to make and use the same, reference being had to the accompany ing drawing forming part of this specification. 

Figurel represents a front elevation of my in 
proved electric signal, the front plate of its casing 
having been removed. Y 

Figure 2 is a vertical central section of the same, 
taken on the plane of the line a.a., fig. 1. . 

... Similar letters of reference indicate corresponding parts. 
. This invention relates to certain improvements on 
the signal apparatus for which Letters Patent No. 
62,414 were granted to me on the 26th day of Feb 
rnary, 1867. - s 
The invention has for its object to so arrange the 

apparatus within the signal-box that the motion of 
the signal will cause a series of wires to be connected, 
to produce electric currents, wiich will work song 
other signals on other parts of the road. Thus a 
whole chain of signals can be operated automatically, 
by the displacement of one single switch. 
The invention consists in connecting the armature 

of the electro-magnet in the signal case, by rods or 
otherwise, with some swinging levers, which serve, 
when drawn down to connect other wires, to closé other circuits as aforesaid. 
The invention also consists in the peculiar arrange inent of parts, as hereinafter specified. 
Ain the drawing represents the electro-magnet to 

which the wire B, from a battery, is secured. 
his eleetro-magnet is arranged within a signal 

case or box, C, that is set upon the road and protects the Elachinery operating he signal. 
The case or box O is made of sheet metal or other 

stable taaterial, aid is provided with periorated 
side the apertures of which are closed by glass panes 
Pl, through which the signal can be seen, Aise 

electro-Emagnet A is arranged stationary within the 
:Case.' 

E is its armatures 
The same is pivoted to legs G projecting from the 

by arod consected with a pivoted bar 
, which is by a bord connected with a pulley 8 on 
an arborf. 

C; the abor f is mounted a bar or arm {1, which carries the signal-disk F. 
Whenever the armature E is drawn upon the mag 

nets A, by the charging of the same, the bar c is 
swung up, so that tie signal will be swung opposite 
the openings of the case C. w 
When the current through the wire B is brokell 

by the proper position of the switch, the disk drops 
down again by its own weight. . . . . 
Asping, s, or weight, may be used to aid in rais 

ing the signal when the current is established. 
Balance weights t t are applied on all artin it.pro 

jecting from the signal, to balance the same in either 
position. . . . . . 

Tise arm h, which projects from the armatures to 
hold the rod b, is, by another rod i, connegged with a lever G pivoted to ligsi that project from the case C. 

This lever G carries a cross-lead K, which, when 
swung down, connects two metal lugs l, thereby es 
tablishing a current through a wire in, which has its 
éiadis fastened to said lugs' i. 
As long as the magnet A is not charged the cross 

head k will be held away from the lugs l; when, how 
ever, the armature E is attracted, the cross-head will, 
by the motion of the armature, be carried against tie lugs, to establish a current through the wire n by 
whici another signal may be operated. . . . . 
... The lever G may, by a rod n, be connected with 
another lever, or directly with a cross-bar, o, whicli will connectings p, as shown, thereby establishing 
a circuit througia third wire, , and thus the iron 
ture E may, by its motion, connect with any suitable . 
nutaber of wires to estabiisi circuits through the same 
whenever the switch is misplaced. 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
estas 

2. The combination of the electro-magnet A and 
its armature E with the rod b, swinging arm c, cord 
di, diske, arborf, and signal-disk F, all arranged and 
operating substantially is described, so that the sig 
nais raised when the Tagget is charged, as specified. 
2, Connecting the swinging armature E with one 

or more movable bars : o, so that, when the arma 
ture is attracted by its magnet, it will serve to unite 
other wires to establish circuits through then, as set 
forth, whereby one signal will be caused to set otlier, 
as described. 
Witnesses: THOMAS S. HAL. 

FRASKBLOOKLEY, 
SoION O. KEION. u 

  


